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Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Drug Quality
Pharma and healthcare supply chains need to diversify production, automate paperwork and leverage AI to anticipate future bottlenecks.
Pharma and healthcare need better supply chains
Pharmaceutical supply chains have become global and complex. With more outsourcing, new modalities, and novel ways to reach patients, it’s critical to ensure that they can withstand shocks.
Four ways pharma companies can make their supply chains more resilient
New evidence adds to the growing body of supply chain concerns that the Defense Department’s pharmaceutical pipeline is in danger. A new report from the DoD Inspector General found that the Defense ...
DoD’s drug supply chain is shaky, DoD IG report adds to growing evidence of that
Competition for market share at rock-bottom prices has led to shortages, price spikes, allegations of price-fixing and substandard and even dangerous practices.
Our Drug Supply Is Sick. How Can We Fix It?
A U.S. Department of Defense watchdog reported that the Pentagon's reliance on overseas suppliers for pharmaceutical ingredients poses a threat to public health, finding that the DOD must do more to ...
Watchdog Says DOD Drug Supply Chain At Risk For Upheaval
Many companies need strong supply chain traceability. For the most prevalent tracing challenges, blockchain may provide a formidable solution. Real-World Applications Using ...
The Fast Track: Using Blockchain to Trace Products Through the Supply Chain
Counterfeiting has been a problem for the pharmaceutical sector for as long as it has been in existence; that being said, it’s clear that the age of e-healthcare and online purchasing brings an ...
What does the e-commerce boom mean for pharma supply chain security?
Launching a pharmaceutical product in the European Union means you need to adapt your regulatory strategy, but it could be well worth the effort.For most US-based pharmaceutical companies, launching a ...
Why Consider the European Market for the Supply of My Pharmaceutical Product?
Most of the medicines we rely on every day come from just two key trading partners overseas. That has resulted in shortages of needed medications. Also: A new carbon-neutral cargo ship is unveiled; we ...
The Logistics Matters podcast: Dr. Emily Tucker of Clemson University on our vulnerable pharmaceutical supply chains | Season 2 Episode 33
On September 13, 2021, Hua Medicine (Shanghai) Ltd. (the "Hua Medicine", Stock Code: 2552.HK) has signed a supply chain strategic cooperation agreement with Sinopharm Group Co., Ltd.
Hua and Sinopharm Announced Supply Chain Strategic Cooperation
At this point, the maddeningly unpredictable Delta variant has changed the expected course of the coronavirus pandemic so much that it can be hard to know exactly what you’re waiting for, or if you ...
Americans Have No Idea What the Supply Chain Really Is
A Delaware judge has agreed with AbbVie, ruling that Takeda is guilty of breach of contract in their partnership over the cancer drug Lupron. The decision comes two weeks after the judge declared that ...
Takeda breached its contract with AbbVie by failing to supply prostate cancer drug Lupron, court rules
With low-cost skilled manpower and a well-established manufacturing base, India is all set to play even a bigger role in worldwide drug security and continue to be one of most the favoured ...
Why is India the Pharmacy of the World?
BDR Pharma became the first to identify, develop and conduct clinical studies of the drug in conjunction with some of the leading players in the criti..
BDR Pharma receives DGCI nod for its generic drug BIAPENEM
Life Science Logistics will be entering the Raleigh-Durham market with a new, 132,000 sq. ft. mixed-use facility, creating 50-100 new jobs.
Life Science Logistics Expands Into Raleigh-Durham as Demand for Pharma Mixed-use Storage + Distribution Booms
Flora Growth Corp. (NASDAQ: FLGC) (“Flora” or the “Company”), a leading all-outdoor cultivator and manufacturer of global cannabis products and brands, is pleased to announce it has signed agreements ...
Flora Growth Launches Cutting-Edge Global Cannabis Distribution Strategy, Implements Pharmaceutical Standards For Its Supply Chain
VANCOUVER, BC / ACCESSWIRE / September 23, 2021 / Havn Life Sciences Inc. (CSE:HAVN) (OTC PINK:HAVLF) (FSE:5NP) (the 'Company' or 'Havn Life') a biotechnology company pursuing standardized extraction ...
HAVN Life Announces Supply and Distribution MOU with Mycrodose Therapeutics
Turkish pharmaceutical industry exports to nearly 180 destinations, says top official of pharmaceutical manufacturers body - Anadolu Agency ...
Turkey poised to be global pharma with its competitive location, export network
CDC recommends laboratory-based testing whenever possible to help preserve rapid test kits and supplies and meet the current test demand.
COVID tests: Tight supplies for rapid kits, plenty for lab exams
The “Global Pharmaceutical Glass Packaging Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report by Product (Vials, Bottles, Cartridges & Syringes, Ampoules), by Drug Type (Generic, Branded, Biologic), by ...
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